
Dream Submission Guidelines

Thank you for considering submitting your dream for interpretation. We realize this may feel
vulnerable as you are sharing private communication from the Lord. We promise to treat your
submission with respect, extreme confidence and insight from Holy Spirit. In order to serve our
current church body, only Awake members’ dreams will be accepted at this time.

We suggest that you submit your own personal dreams that fit the following criteria;

1. You the dreamer, have a current dream or a recurring dream that is relevant to you for this
season or the upcoming season. We realize that past dreams have significance, but unless
Holy Spirit is highlighting that dream again, it may be best to submit a more recent
dream.

a. Spend time in prayer before submitting and ask Holy Spirit which dream to
submit and to reveal any portions of the dream that you may have forgotten.

b. Do not leave any part of your dream out, what you deem insignificant may have
significance for the interpretation.

c. In order to honor the opportunity for others to have their dreams looked at in a
timely manner, may we suggest that you submit only 1 dream or 1 sequence of
dreams per submission.

How to submit:

1. Please type your dream double spaced with a minimum 12 font and save into a pdf or
word document that can be shared electronically.

2. When describing your dream, please include:
a. Any colors you saw in the dream, for example; the dream had “vibrant”,

“muted”, or “dark colors.” If there are certain color that stood out, please include
them.

b. How you felt IN the dream and how/what you immediately felt or thought upon
waking if applicable.

c. If possible, please include the date/time that you had the dream, for instance: “I
woke up from this dream at 2:20 on July 4th”.

3. Please email your dream to pastoralcare@awakechurch.com.
We will:

a. Let you know your submission has been received
b. Send you the interpretation when the Lord releases it.
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Disclosures:

1. The Dream interpretation team cannot promise the interpretation will be received within a
certain time frame. We will seek Holy Spirit on each submission and the average
response time can range from 1 week to over a month depending on the dream and the
number of weekly submissions.

2. By submitting my dream, I acknowledge that although team members pray over each
dream with care, we can occasionally “miss it” regarding the interpretation. Please use
your own discernment to see if this fits what you are hearing from Holy Spirit.

3. This is NOT fortune telling or advice, we will only share what the heart of the Father that
is revealed in the dream.

4. By submitting my dream, I acknowledge that this interpretation is not meant to counsel or
direct me in any way and I will not hold Awake Church, the team volunteers or staff
responsible. I will go to God for confirmation.

Please contact us with any questions at pastoralcare@awakechurch.com and may your dreams be
multiplied!


